Finger Joint Cutters

Quick Delivery Cutterheads

BAK-PAK® & EURO BAK-PAK™

Using a newly developed advanced
manufacturing technique, WKW Finger
Joint Cutters will produce unmatched
production results for you.

Thousands of Quick Delivery Cutterheads
are available. Quick Delivery means
cutterheads are shipped in 7-10 working
days.

Two highly unique carbide knife
systems designed to give you higher
performance, longer tool life, increased
production and tremendous savings.

Tooling That Makes A Difference...
With 80 years of woodworking experience, from application to application,
Wisconsin Knife Works has supplied thousands of woodworking plants with
tooling that can outperform anything else on the market. You see as the
“Engineers To The Woodworking Industry” we’re focused on your application
and production requirements. It’s our goal to help you produce the best
quality products over and over again. We want to exceed your expectations
with tooling that makes a noticeable difference in your daily production.

Router Bits
A broad line of premium router bits
gives customers a wide spectrum of
tools to choose from.

...On the Production Floor From
Wisconsin Knife Works
We specialize in manufacturing premium cutting tools for your woodworking
applications that include solid wood and man-made materials. WKW has
the right tooling for the job.
We invite you to try premium cutting tools from Wisconsin Knife Works
and experience the difference 80 years of tooling design and
manufacturing experience can make in your
application. We will exceed your
expectations.

Call today for more
information and a
“FREE” catalog.

1-800-225-5959

Knife Steel
Absolutely the most extensive
Knife Steel line in the industry.
Superior edge finishes, uniform
thickness, consistent hardness and
comprehensive knowledge and
engineering support.
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The BAK-PAK and EURO BAK-PAK
Carbide Knife Systems each feature
a two-piece matching system that
incorporates the best grade of
micrograin carbide on the market
polished to a mirror finish and a
matching high-speed steel corrugated
backing plate. These premium knife
systems will outperform, out-cut, and
out-produce any competing carbide
knife system anywhere. These knives
are extremely simple to sharpen and
maintain, improving production levels.

ROUTER BITS

KNIFE STEEL

Wisconsin Knife Works’ router bits have
been designed and manufactured to
achieve optimum feed rates, precision
tolerances and superior finishes, with
consistent repeatability run-to-run, bitto-bit. WKW offers nearly one thousand
standard router bits. In addition,
custom router bits can be manufactured
for your specific application. High
speed steel, carbide tipped and solid
carbide tools are available.

Wisconsin Knife Works knows it
takes the best raw material to produce
premium knife steel, but WKW goes
above and beyond by adding over 80
years of engineering expertise and
manufacturing experience. You can
count on WKW knife steel to provide
consistent hardness for easy grinding,
superior edges for long runs and
uniform thickness for improved
balance and reduced set-up time.
Knives include, M-2 and M-3 High
Speed Steel, Solid Carbide, AKM,
Karbo Krome D-2, Opti, Badger and
the BAK-PAK® and EURO BAK-PAK™
Carbide Knife Systems.

WHY WKW?

QUICK DELIVERY
CUTTERHEADS

FINGER JOINT TOOLING

The Quick Delivery Cutterhead
Program has reduced delivery times on
thousands of cutterhead styles to just
days. Wisconsin Knife Works has
developed a proprietary manufacturing
process that provides WKW the ability
to ship cutterheads in 7-10 working
days. Customers are able to order one
to many to fit their specific application.
Delivery of those heads is within days
not weeks. Head styles include
Hydro-Loc, Quick-Loc™, Straight Bore,
Axial Constant and Shaper.

Wisconsin Knife Works is proud to offer
you the absolute best premium finger
joint tooling on the market. Utilizing
advanced manufacturing techniques,
WKW has integrated leading-edge
technology to produce finger joint
cutters that will increase cutter accuracy,
balance, offer tighter thickness tolerance,
improve chip removal, and offer
maximum strength in the cutter itself.
Sizes range from 4 mm and 5 mm up
to 7/8” and 1-1/8” in various materials
to satisfy the most demanding
applications.
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Why? Because Wisconsin
Knife Works has invested
over 80 years of dedicated
engineering expertise and
advanced manufacturing
techniques to produce
premium quality cutting tools
for thousands of applications.
Our customers’ needs are our
highest priority. We fulfill those
needs with innovation,
quality products and ongoing
service and support.
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